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                                 Abstract

    'I'lte .ffeanticlinal quasi-cratonlc basins are the sites of the young sedimentary bodies form-

ing a neFton group. EveTy column of the neptons revea}s a piie of incomplete cyclothems.
An aceoiint of epicyclic development of a partial nepton of the grohp })orn in a small basin
Ikoma vatley near A'ara is g}ven for exftmple. A hypethetical ori.crin of such an epicyclic
construction is spasmoclic movements of the fottndatlon.

Introduction

    The definitien of nepten and i{s eonnec{ive terms used in this paper were
given in a former paper entitled " Syntectenlc construction of geosynclinal neptons"
(MAI<IyAMA, 1954,),

    The geographical name " Kinki " seems to be unfami}iar to foreigners. The
word means "previnces near the capital ", but, it is wider tl]an "suburban distriets".

This area covers twe urban prefectures Kyoto and Osaka, and five parefeetures
Shiga, Mie, )4Tara, Wakayama and Hy6go. There are several topographic basins
Sn the area, but the Osaka, Kyoto (Yamashiro>, Nara (Yamato) and Shiga (Oomi)
basins are mere important than the others. Tbese are eHiptical in p}an and
surrounded by hills of the iate Ailesozoic granites and the late pa!eozoic sedimen-

tary Tocks. About halÅí of ths- Osaka basin is now submerged under the sea
(Osaka bay). Lake Biwa is a fresh-watex poel in the Shiga 1)asin.
    Not oi}ly onee t}}e sea water has spreacl over the wider areas than the present
esaka ])ay du.rlhg the Pliocene and Pleistocene times. TheSe basins are site$
of the nepton group. It is not intentional to discuss here the geological age$
and correlatien of tlie strata depQsited in the ditferent c{nasi-cratonic basins. The

chief ebiect of t}]is paper is te give a three-dimensio}]al picture of individual
ne})tons tl}e Piiocene and Pleistocene seclimentary bodies. Althotigh the strati-
graphy of Lhese veneers of secliment over tl]e guasi-cratonic basement ha,s been
worked out by students in this region, it i•s still premature to come to a fina}
conclusion about the inter-basin correlation.
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1;ig. 1. The nepton group of quasi-cratonic basins in Kinki area,
      0, 0saka; K, Kyoto; B, Biwa lake; G, Nagoya; N, Nara.

General View

    Physical conditions prevailed at the begining of the nepton development were
probably not the samg as at present, but tli•e change after that time seems to
have been not so violent as revolutionary. The continuous change involves
vacilating positive and negative movements of the basement which is divisible into
various tectonic elements. The tectonic elements are classified in two types of
tectotope, namely the basins and hill ranges. The guasi-cratonic basement has
been deformed by stress reacted to unknown orobcrenic forces, so that it has
upfolded to make ground-swells dividing the basins. These up and down folds
of the guasi-cratonic land surface have given birth of the young nepton group in
this area.

    The epicyclic movements are inferred from the fact tho.t the neptons are
made of ssveral cyclothems. The intense studies by Kyoto and Osaka students
have revealed construction of the nepton occupies the Osaka basin. Each cyclo-
them is by no means complete, but normally it consists of the arenaceous current-
bedded lower part and the argillaeeous lacustrine or marine upper part. Pyro-
zones (Makiyama, 1953) are very helpful key beds for the field geologists,
especially socalled "Azuki tuff" being specified with its peculiar dark purple
coloration and its bone-like vitreous constituents, is the unigue mark of the cyclo-
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them to which it })elongs. The paleontological criteria .n•.re rather poor, but
mollusks and diatoms indicate past biotopes comparable to those of present bay
waters, estuaTies, ponds and lakes in this area• Seven cyclothems are detected
in the hills north of Osaka. The nepton of Osaka basin has at least 11 cyclo-
thems (at most 16), of which the topmost one is now under construction (the

Recent, includes the neolithic relics). '
                              Ikoma Valley

    The nepton of Nara basin is sirnilar to the above example, except that ap-
parently it bas no salt water cleposit. Some cyclothems in the standard column
of Osaka basin are laeking here. For instance, the cyclothem with the Azuki
tuff has not been shown to extend to this basin. The west margin of the Nara
basin is making a narro:,v meridional partial basin of Ikoma subclivided by Matsuo
hills. The partial nepton of Ikoma valley consists of four cyclothems named
" Ikoma Cyclothem L II, III and IV " respectively. The lowest member Ikoma
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2. Geologicat map of Ik:oina basin, Nira prefecture, showing the Ikoma
   partial nepton of the Kinki Plio-Pleistocene nepton group. G, acid
   plutonlcs; D, basic plutonies. !, II, III, Ikoma cyclothems. Black,
   each argillaceous member. Black with white flakes, ande3ite neclc.
   Mt. Ikoma (642.3m) is at N 34"41C E 135"40'.
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Cyclothetn I is characterized by its arkosic lithology, while the others are felspathic

in lithologic association. This specicality seems to be noL general to the corres-
ponding strata, inasmuch as any cyclothem, which directly overlies the granitic
basement elsewhere near the margins, is rich in arkose. Diastems beween cyclo-
thems have been thought as mere comtemporaneous erosions. Erosion phases
of epicycles must not be overlooked in considering the building process of the
nepton. In this connection, each extension of cyclothem in various basins also
rnust be deciphered carefully.

    Mt. Ikoma to the west and Matsuo hill range to the east of the narrow
basin, it has heen erroneously thought to be a graben or a corner of a tilted
block. Really the 1)ills are upfo]ds with clean-cut thrusls. The relief of the
basement surface was progressively reinforcecl during the develepment of the
!koma cyclothem. After the cyclothem IV was deposited, the e.ast mass-]iV[atsuo
hills-has been broken, forming a wedge of the basement rocks thrust over the
epidermic partial nepton. The quasi-cratonic crustal deformation of the Kinki
area since the PIiocene was compressive in general; and there is no positive
eriterion to prove a general tensile effect. The foundation foldinbcr is shown not
only by observation around Ikoma valley, but also on the other parts of the nepton

group.
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           Fig. 3. E-W section, Ikoma basin, cf. fig. 2.
                 The section cut throug.h Ikoma station and parallel
                 to the top line of the map.

                           Foundation Folding

    The concept of foundation folding was a prognosis induced by observations
of various features of the earth's crust (Argand, 1909), But, its application to

the quasi-cratonic basement of 1<inki area is simply sliown by a topographic
semblance of the hilly up]ands. The west slope of Mt. Ikoma has been deci-
phered as a fault scarp (Cushing, l9]3; Tsujirnura, 194,3; IVIakiyama, 1926).
However, thorough ex,a!nination of the slope for many years by the writer and
his assistants did not make sure the assumptlon. Tl]ere is no normal fault
ascertained by geological evidences; but there are a few thrusts along the foothil].

The net shifts of these faults do not match the slope. The throw or the vertical
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component of the dip shift is scarcely 20m measured near at Kusaezaka (west
entrance of ]koma tunnel, K. N. Railway), whi]e the slope is about 400m high
.

]n an average.
    A transverse profile of Ikoma range will show the general outline of the
foundation fold. To eliminate minor topographic configurations due to erosion,
a zonal transverse section is prepared, insteacl of an ordinal linear section. Only
the maximum altitude in each quadrangle set suitably along the section line may
assumedly repres'ent the point upon the initial ground. The zonal profiles (fig•
4) exhibit asymmetrical gentle upfold of Ikoma range. The west slope is a
Iittle steeper than east, but there is no step remindful of a fault scarp.
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              Fig. 4•. E-W zonal profiles of Ikoma range. (100m width)

    The possibility of the peneplanation before the sedimentation of the nepton
has been substantiated by geologists. However, hills in bas-relief were incipient
up-folds. The foundation folds were emphasizea continuously during the growth
of nepton. The synclinal depression between two paral]el foundation upfolds
beeame the basin to accept tl]e cyclic sedimentation.
    If the mevement was perfectly continuous without interrupted by any action,
a complete monocyclic nepton wou]d be made in the ba•sin. VC'as the movement
disruptive, then? Alternative positive and negative movements might have been
assumed to explain the process of polycyclic construction. Epirogenic up and
down movements indifferent to the founclation foldin.cr are by no means impossible.
The past oscillation of sea-level since the Pleistocene may also be computed, but
no evidence to show the simi]er changes during the PIiocene times has been
disclosed as yet.

    Another hypothesis that the orogenic movement would have been intermit-
tently accelerated .o.nd retardated seems to he natural. A time strain curve of
creeping examination with a polycrystaJ]ine metal is scalated in detai]. The
interruption is supposed to due to the hardening. However, the average amount
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of interruptions is too small to compare with an epicycle of sedimentation. Al-
though, with deformation of rock in the geological scale, the phenomenon inside
a crystal cannot be neglected, practically no aggregate value has been estimated,
More important reactions unveiled to science may he aroused during the rock
deformation.

                           Cylindrical Thrust

    The Paleozolc geosynclinal sediments in the Kinki area have been intensely
folded to accornplisl the isoclinal structure, which was intruded ]ater by the
acid igneous rocks. The surface of tliis secondary founclation was uneven in
the Miocene, giving a scenery like the present inlancl sea "Seto-Ucbi". After-
wards, it has been degradated, but no perfect peneplane has existed at the be-
gining of tl]e Pliocene. The unstable geanticlinal mass moved ever since the
Pliocene. Thus the low ini{ial hills were elevated by compression. The founda-
tion folding is a result of ]ateral shortening, for it accompanies thrusts, and its
sedimentary epidermis is shriveled. The direction of compression around Ikoma
is assumed to be latituclinal, se as the general trencl of foundation folds is meri-

dional. This direction is quite different from tbe regional compression in the
geanticlh]e of Japan, but is a loca]ized effect of the general operation.

                                             It is not very diMcult to show
                                        theoretically, that the thrust developed
                                        underneath the upfold have a curved
                                        surface, facing the concave side up-
                                        wards. The strike of the thrust is
                                        the same as that of the fold, while the
                                        dip is reverse to the slope. Similar
                                        shearing breaks in small massp.s of
                                        homogeneous materials under com-
                                        pressive forces were revea]ed by some
   Fig. s. A prototype of cylinc]rical faults• experiments. (fig. 6). If the initial

swell is symmetrical with high steep sloper•, then a pair of symmetrical breaks
will appear under the lateral compression. The curvecl surfaces of rupture are

                                                     

                                                     

                ABC         Ffg. 6. Sliearin,cr breaks of a homogenous matrix tmdcr compression.
                 A. Scheme of ex'perhncnt.
                 B. Before operation.
                 C. After compression.
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almost vertical above and low-angled below. These are the eylinarical thrusts.
    Mt. Rekko of Kebe is an examp]e of the symmetrical hi!I with a pair of
cylind.rical thrust. The verticai tep encl appears a$ part of a nerrnal fault in
a small exposure. In Daigoyama near Kyote, a cy}indricai thrust line runs
aleng the west slope. At outcreps in a high level, the thrust is very high-angleg].
The ?rofile of Ikorna is asymmetrieal, and tl]ere is only one main thrust along
the steeper west $lope.

                Synteetonic Construetion of cyelotkems

    Eplcycles ef minor submergence and emergence during the grewth ef nepton
are reprsented by altemating eyclothems. A series of minor cyc!othems less
than 50 m in tl3ickness, such as those ef t}ie Kinki nepten, may be bui}t simply
by oscillatlon of the sea-}evel; axxd this can be true at least for the Pleistocene
parts of the nepten. However, the foundatien folding gave many effects to the
young sediiment as shown by folcls and faults not uneemmon in the nepton.
Therefore crustal mevement cannot be disregarded in the consideration.
    It has been generally assumea that altemative up and down movements
are responsible for epicycles ef sediraentation. Although such miner fluctuations
a$ ebserved on the beaclies ef Japan by seismologists are net cemparable with
the epicye}es of the past, oscil}atory epirogenic movements of coasts are the most
possible phenemenon ever happenecl. [lrhe hypothesis is evidently more adoptable
for the continents than for tlke geantielines. The cyclothems formed upen the
eontinental slielves and intra-cratonic basins may appear very much like the
quasi-cratonie cyclothems deposited in the sags upon a mobile geanticlinal bu]ge.
Tlae guasi-cratonic environment 2s a situation where the erogenic movement over-
balance the epirogenesis.
    Seelng that the foundation folding was continuously progressive during tke
construction work, anether hypotliesis tkat alternating higl) and low rates of
tectenic intensity show the cause for the epicyclic development of the guasi-
cratonie neptons. In this assumptien, a time strain curve will show a sea]ar
configurations.

    The spasmodic pregress of positive movement wou!d have aroused repeated
rejuvenescences of erosion on one side and rapid accumu!atiens of e!astic sediment

en tlie etlier. The elevaciens of tke upfelds most probably synchrenize the
depressions ef the basins, though an afosolute amount of eacl} vertical negative
movement did not match witli that of a positive movement, as it be a nature

of the surface folding of the earth's crust. '
    Immediately after a submerging incicient in the low-lands, rejttvenated streams
transperted coarse sediment from the higti-]ands to the 1)ays and pools. Current-
bedded coarse to medium-grained felspathic san[ls were deposlted in this phase,
whieh was fo}lewed by a marshy circumstance eorresponding to tl]e $tage ef
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declining supply of secliment. Even thotigh tke tectonic intensity was accelerated

intermittently, sagging work of the basins was continuous any Nsray. The stable
marsh land condition may haxre prevailed untill the second acceleratecl movement
began. Varlable sediments, such as fme sand, sandy si}!, $andy clay, laeustrine
clay and iignite are the product of the marshy phase.
    Ingress of the sea water was the fina! resuit of a negat!ve movement in the
Osaka basin. The salt-water has alse invaded the l<yoto basin several times.
It is deteeted in Fushiml and East warcls of Kyoto city, that aboat a meter thick
middle parL of a clay becl coBtains moiluscan remains liVed in the sea. Core
examination of a 50em test well at K6noike•Shinden east of Osaka reveals sedi-
ment deposited under the sea surpass the ether part in the tetal thickne$s. This
fact tells that the sea was more persistent heere than in other parts of t}ae basin,

inasmuch as the place is at the center of the Osaka basin.
    The ma$$ive or slialy muddy marine strata is overlaid by the coarse sedi-
ment of the following cyelothem. This basa} part of the next eyciothem is
deltaic fereset ]]eds on one side, or cttrrent-beclc}ed fiuviatile sands on the other.
A s]ight erosion interva} intervene$ between any two adjacevat cyc}otl]ems at p}aces.

Seme cyclethems ha.ve been teta}ly removed by eresion, wherever near the margins
of the basins far from sea shore. In this last case, the cliastem is usually well
distinguished by the uneven erosion surface, the c]ay ?ebbles and bouldeTs and
the abrupt change in Iitholegy. Fanglomerate wedges being the products of
ungradecl stTeams pass into the sand beds of the fust pltase in tlie maiR portion
ef the basin.

    Another working hypothesis, t}}at simple gradual oregenic movement and pari
passu settlement ef }eose sediment are capable to build such a eyc}ic formation,
seems to be not substantiated. Physical proper.ties of the core samples from
K6noike-Shinden test well de not show any notable'compaction l]as taken place
after the deposiLioii (Mui'akaml, 1950). A theoretical vo}urnetric estirr}ation of
the subsidenee necessary to evercome the fillii}bcr is incompatible to the facts.

                               Conclusion

    The basement roeks as a polycrystalline plastic (psettdo-viscous) material may
fiow under a continuative stress condition. Tlae creep is seemingly a continuous
motion, but presumably s?asmobic in detail, as it will be shewn by a scalar time
strain curve. The surfacia] effect of the cxeeping rocks uncler compression is
the foundation folding. T.he cyclie neptens deposlted in the sagging basins
l}ave the structuare related to the mevement of the fermdation.
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